MARS AND TYPHON
A blind patch in the history of mankind
The author and architekt Martin Lutze investigated two theses, which the American
author Immanuel Velikovsky published in his book „Worlds in Collision“,1950,
whether they proved to be correct:
1. there have been pole-shifts of Earth in prehistorical times,
2. the Egyptian chronology would be wrong by 500 years.
The result was the proof of correctness of both theses judging by all known historical
documents. Nevertheless there has been produced a lot of new material which will be
published here. Completely new are findings on the unknown cosmic bombing of
Earth by mythical Typhon, eliminating almost half of mankind.
1. What means a pole-shift of Earth? There was a rupture of the poles towards north
or south causing an apocalypse. Earthquakes, floods and hurricanes of high velocity
devastated the world. Each 40 years.
Pole-shifts of Earth were caused during 3000 years by planet Mars when passing
through the shadow of Earth on an orbit running close to our planet and showing a
silver sickle at the edge of its dark red globe at night: the sign of coming disaster.
The first pole-shift caused the Great Flood when Earth by its gravity attracted the
oceans of Mars thus drowning countries on Earth.
2. A „correction“ of the Egyptian chronology by half a thousand years seems to be
unreasonable. But the result is astonishing. Ramses III and Taharka whom we would
guess apart by 500 years, would become contemporaries thus Taharka being no
pharaoh but high priest of Amun.
The correction of the chronology of the Egyptian New Empire comprises exactly 500
years by which it becomes younger. The new dating is supported by the chronology
of pole-shifts. Bible and Egypt now for the first time are based on a synchronised
chronology.
As the chronologies of the entire Orient are based on the wrong Egyptian dates they
all have to be corrected by 500 years.
When centuries are fusing into each other you will find an interesting compression of
events and of historical, astronomical, geological, cultural and religious findings.
Velikovsky who suffered much from hostility now receives approval. Thanks to him.

MARS AND TYPHON
EXODUS
There were two cosmic bodies at the sky when the Israelites were fleeing Egypt on
their exodus and when the sea was rising like walls to let them go through the sea:
MARS and TYPHON – the ANGEL OF THE LORD and the CLOUD COLUMN.
„The Angel of the Lord who was in front of the Israelite troops, rose and moved
behind them; and the Cloud too went behind them . . .”
This movement of the two celestial bodies at the sky in reality was a pole-shift of the
Earth, which caused the Red Sea to flood the isthmus of Suez towards the
Mediterranean Sea, these masses of water rising up to about 100 meters high and
standing like columns until the refugees had reached the opposite side.
The Holy Book tells us of one of the greatest catastrophes which mankind ever had
suffered when Mars and Typhon together caused a pole-shift and Typhon sent to
Egypt a hurricane of black dust throwing the country into severe darkness for many
days.
And when four months later Typhon crashed on Earth it was still a much greater
catastrophe destroying not only the Egyptian Middle Empire but killing too half of
mankind.
And nobody did understand this message.
The Bible is speaking clear text: The place where this sea-miracle happened was
Pihachirot and Baalzephon. Baal-Zephon however is no place but the tradition of the
names Baal = Mars, and Zephon = Typhon. Baal – the “Angel of the Lord” – will be
mentioned by the Bible at many places when there was concern with Mars.
It was the year 1505 BC.

________________________________________________________________

MARS
IN THE SIGN OF THE SICKLE OF MARS
HISTORY OF CULTURE PURE
The appearance of planet Mars close to Earth for more than 3000 years threw
mankind into severe existential needs. But men by learning have created a survival
practice. Living with pole-shifts led to new cultural impulses. It was the beginning of
the oriental and occidental cultures.
It was the cultic veneration of Mars as a god for 3000 years by innumerable religions
and temples. A god, appearing every 40 years close to Earth to cause chaos.
Mars orbiting close to Earth and crossing her shadow showed a small SICKLE OF
MARS at the nightly sky. Historians of oriental culture erroneously but permanently
interpreted the sickle as crescent of the Moon deriving cults of the Moon. Of course
there have been cults of the Moon too, but they were clearly different from those of
Mars.
A clear hint towards the sickle of Mars besides a sickle of the Moon can be viewed by
the HIMMELSSCHEIBE OF NEBRA, a Bronze-Age copperplate, showing Sun, Moon
and stars and an additional hitherto unknown second sickle, which is greater than the
crescent of the Moon and which by helpless archaeologists will be called a “sky-ship”.
It is a crescent of Mars, the tips of which have been cut when it should be integrated
into the copper plate at a later date.
Pole-shifts of Earth as caused by planet Mars in prehistory are unknown to science
up to-date. This aspect will cause intensive research as planet Mars presently is
focussing right in the centre of scientific interest.
Pole-shifts of the past cannot be proved by computers running backwards. Real
evidence only can be achieved by archaeological and by very rare geological
remains of pole-shifts, as shown by the “EMME”, a mountain of sand, gravel and
erratic boulders in northern Germany, at the southern flank of Wesergebirge.
Just that way high floods on the Rhine river and volcanism of Eifel mountains at the
same time, recently have been proved for prehistory by geological evidence.
THE YEAR 700 BC
is marked by a last and very severe pole-shift by Mars and Venus both causing a
shift by 30°, and Mars then being expelled to its orbit of to-day far from Earth.
Mankind has been freed from a heavy burden.
The hitherto empty year 700 BC now becomes a year of one of the greatest
catastrophes of mankind which fell into absolute oblivion while science detected
traces of this catastrophe in the year 1200 BC. Those Sea Peoples of 1200 BC
seemed to be responsible for every destruction in the Orient. In reality they were the
gigantic army of the Assyrians under Senacherib which has been destroyed by a firetornado of the pole-shift in 700 BC. Ramses III did not overcome this army but he
gathered their remains 20 years later.

The consequences of this last pole-shift are not yet fully surveyable to-day.
Regeneration of mankind began rapidly after 700 BC when Mars no more was
devastating Earth.
The parts of the planets Mars and Venus with this last Pole-shift we find stated by the
traditions of Homer, Ovid and of the Phoenicians. And by temple-traditions of
Babylon and Assur.
THE END OF BRONZE-AGE
The Mediterranean Sea accelerated by this last pole-shift flooded all the countries
north of the Mediterranean. It became a continental flood causing the end of BronzeAge in all Europe. The cultures of Mycenae, Troy and the Hittite Empire have been
destroyed. The Dorians entering Greece had no historical tradition of their country.
Egyptian priests were reporting on the Greek past, and on Atlantis.
DARK AGES
The Egyptian chronology has to be corrected by 500 years. The era of 1200 to 700
BC, the so-called Dark Ages, did not exist. The Egyptian chronology and
subsequently all other chronologies of the Orient have to be corrected by 500 years.
Thus the end of Bronze-Age was not in 1200 BC but in 700 BC. The Egyptian
dynasties 21 to 25 had no pharaohs and have to be structured anew. The so-called
Black Pharaohs of Nubia starting with Pianchi have been high priests of Amun, thus
becoming the first men in Egypt after pharaoh. A Nubian invasion of Egypt did not
take place.
ICE-AGE?
New geological findings are prompting a revision of the Ice-Age-theory, as ice would
never be able to push great boulders over a mountain. The existence of an Ice–Age
in former times will not be denied, but the landscape of our country has been shaped
by floods, not by ice. And the movement of countless erratic boulders not but in our
country has been caused by centrifugal power of pole-shifts, not by ice.
SCIENCE IN GREAT DISTANCE
The compression of historical, astronomical, archaeological, geological, cultural and
religious findings now will be a challenge for scholars. It seems to be a great variety
of new statements which are causing helplessness. It will be a question of time to get
out of this depression. On the other hand there are no contradictions to our
statements up to date.

Velikovsky
At this place we should think on Immanuel Velikovsky, the great American scientist of
prehistory who by his revolutionary books since 1950 gave names to and opened the
way to our themes, first pole-shifts of Earth, second the correction of the Egyptian
chronology by 500 years. Sorry it was not possible to him to bring to an end just
these two important subjects. The solution of these two questions will be combined
with his name Velikovsky at any time.
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TYPHON
A DRAGON OF HEAVEN AND ITS MANY NAMES
In the year 1505 BC about spring equinox Mars and Typhon were moving as celestial
bodies at the sky close to Earth and caused a severe catastrophe. By a pole-shift
they were rising the waters of the sea in Egypt into great hight, standing like walls
thus the fleeing Israelites could pass the flood. For the Egyptian army persecuting the
refugees, the masses of falling waters became fatal so they submerged with horse
and cart.
Who doesn`t know this story of the exodus? Yet it is mysterious up to-day.
When Mose and Israel arrived at mount Sinai a quarter of a year later, Mose must
have observed that obscure structure at the sky, they later called Typhon, coming
closer, finally descending and crashing on Earth. As it seems they found shelter by
the mountain caves and survived.
Bible-examiners later have changed this event completely by theological intention
and made it the visit of the Lord on Earth to found the religion of Moses.
It looks strange as nobody has recognized that the 2nd book Mosis contained the
unique story of Typhon, this huge asteroid which by orbiting for several times was
coming close to Earth, attracted by the meetings of Earth and Mars. Bible-interpreters
only saw the ten plagues coming over Egypt combining them to Moses` constant
questioning to pharaoh asking for release of his suppressed people, well known up
to-day in the gospel-song “let my people go!”
The Egyptian plagues however were cosmic intrusions by Typhon. Dense red dust
changed the waters of the Nile into blood, the waters becoming stinky and
undrinkable.
A hail of stones from heaven devastated the country. The 10th plague too was such a
hail destroying the palace and killing the first son of pharaoh. A tornado of black
ashes darkened the whole country for many days thus nobody could leave his place.
Archaeologists found many dead in a black layer. Finally a combined pole-shift by
Mars and Typhon took place and rose the waters of exodus.
The only date we know of Typhon is the year 1505 BC, the year of the pole-shift and
of the impact of Typhon on Earth, which in Bible-chronology will be the year of
exodus and in Egyptian chronology the destruction of the Middle Empire. The
Egyptian chronology had to be corrected by 500 years to show these connections of
a worldwide disaster of greatest extent.
The impact of Typhon – as a real longrange-flight over Europe – has been recorded
by Ovid in every detail in his epic „Phaeton“, so you can recall this dramatic
procedure. Phaeton, “son” of the Sungod is a double of Typhon, descending on Earth
shining bright like the Sun, but it was like a dragon with countless fierce glowing
heads and with the noise of supersonic thunders.

A DRAGON OF HEAVEN AND ITS MANY NAMES
Typhon was owing an unextinguishable fame in the memory of all peoples of the
past. As a dragon of heaven the nine-headed Greek Hydra is nobody else than
Typhon. By Babylonian tradition its name is Tiamat. And in India this dragon also is
present as well as in China.
The name Typhon has been declined manifold in Python, Phaeton, Taifun, but too
into devil, Düwel, Teufel. Of Baal-Zephon (Mars and Typhon) in Orient became BelZewew and Belzebub. Another line of names reaches from Seth (Egypt) over Satan
(Bible) to Saturn (Rome) and Surtur (Edda).
In German there exists the saying: to expel Devil by Belzebub – not knowing that
both are originating by Typhon.
TYPHON AS GOD SETH
In Egypt Typhon was the main god of the Hyksos, his Egyptian name being Seth.
Of great interest is the domination of Egyptian literature by the struggle of the gods
Horus and Seth. Seth was a well known and mighty fighter but of bad reputation. He
would be regarded as the evil at all.
We find his image in shape of a shacal, almost like the god Anubis, but with squared
ears. And this image is very old, it will be found already in predynastic times.
Thus we are asking whether Typhon was a star of a much longer tradition than the
ten plagues of the Bible would indicate.
TYPHON AS BULL
Another line of images of Typhon will be represented by the image of the bull,
beginning with the Golden Calf of Aaron, brother of Moses, over a bull`s leg (Egypt)
to the bull of Mithras and the famous bull-fightings of Spain.
In the Mediterranean human tradition was the killing of the bull – a cultic imperative of
permanent repetition as Typhon was a permanent danger, still after thousands of
years.
GEOLOGY
Descending on Earth Typhon has lost tremendous masses of cosmic debris going
down at a large scale over Africa and Europe, leaving a large palette of geological
details, unknown up to-day, containing much iron, which has caused the start into
Iron-Age.
The Roman Seneca coined a sentence by his drama “Thyestes”: “has Typhoeus
thrown off his mountains` mass?”, thus betraying his huge knowledge of old.
This had been demonstrated by Romans who were working much iron and who were
always searching for iron of Saturn (Typhon): “The Romans came to England
searching for mettels.” (Dict. 1712). Finally they found this iron of Typhon in Scotland.
In Germany iron ore of Typhon are the Bohnerze of Suebian Alb, and
Raseneisenerze of northern Germany. Further actions of Typhon have been found in
Scottish archaeology. The Ocre-sands of Provence in France too seem to be
originating by Typhon.

In antiquity Typhon had the image of greatest terror; to-day there is existing merely a
mystical shadow. Still in Roman times historians were dealing the question when the
dragon of heaven, Typhon was appearing. They thought it were the times of Moses.
The impact of the solid block of Typhon on Earth happened near the Bermuda
Islands. The tremendous power of this impact I am combining with the tradition of
Plato on the submerging of Atlantis if we would reduce the time of 9000 years by
Plato to 900 years – which would be harmonizing much better with Platos` tradition
on early Greece before his time. If we would add 900 years to 600 BC (king Solon of
Athens) we would reach 1505 BC almost precisely.
What a huge mass the impact of Typhon still must have had which has sunk the
subcontinent of Atlantis into the ocean! And we found indication that Typhon has
caused a shift of the North Pole in direction towards Sibiria by its impact in 1505 BC
too.
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